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Given a group G with lower central series G s G = G = G = ??? , we say1 2 3
that a sequence g : Z ª G is polynomial if for any k there is d such that the
 .  .y1sequence obtained from g by applying the difference operator Dg n s g n
 .g n q 1 d times takes its values in G . We introduce the notion of the degree of ak
polynomial sequence and we prove that polynomial sequences of degrees not
exceeding a given one form a group. As an application we obtain the following
extension of the Hall]Petresco theorem:
THEOREM. Let G s G = G = G = ??? be the lower central series of a group1 2 3
G. Let x g G , y g G and let p, q be polynomials Z ª Z of degrees k and l,k l
respecti¨ ely. Then there is a sequence z g G, z g G for i g N, such that x pn. y qn.0 i i
n n n .  .  .s z z ??? z for all n g N. Q 1998 Academic Press0 1 n
0 1 n
0. INTRODUCTION
The intention of this paper is to provide an answer to a question related
to the following Hall]Petresco theorem:
 w x .THEOREM HP. See, for example, 4 . Let G s G = G = G = ??? be1 2 3
the lower central series of a group G and let x, y g G. There exists a sequence
z g G for i g N, such thati i
n n n. . .n n   1 2 nx y s z z ??? z , 0.1 .1 2 n
for all n g N.
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The question was: does the conclusion of Theorem HP remain true if one
 .replaces 0.1 by
n nn n n. . . . .    k lq1 nl lx y s z z ??? z ,l lq1 n
under the assumption that x g G , y g G , and k G l?k l
We answer this question positively, using the technique of what we call
polynomial sequences. The elementwise product gh of two homomorphisms
 . n  . ng, h: Z ª G, that is of two ``linear'' sequences g n s x and h n s y in
G, is not, generally speaking, a homomorphism. However, gh is a homo-
w x  .morphism modulo the commutator subgroup G s G, G of G: gh n s2
 .n  .  .xy r n with r n g G for all n g Z. It is seen from Theorem HP that2
 .for any k g N, the sequence gh n can be written as a polynomial
n n n .  .  . .  .  .1 2 kexpression modulo G : gh n s z z ??? z r n with r n gkq1 1 2 k
n . w  .  .xG for all n g N, where s n n y 1 ??? n y l q 1 rl! is a polyno-kq1 l
mial of degree l with respect to n.
 . n nThe sequence gh n s x y is an example of a polynomial sequence of
 .degree F 1, 2, 3, . . . in G. One could define a general polynomial se-
quence as a mapping g : Z ª G such that for every k g N there are
 . p1n.z , . . . , z g G and polynomials p , . . . , p : Z ª Z for which g n z ???1 t 1 t 1
ptn..y1z g G for n g Z. We preferred a different approach, based ont kq1
the following property of ordinary polynomials: they vanish after finitely
 .  .  .many applications of the difference operator Dp n s p n q 1 y p n .
We call a mapping g : Z ª G a polynomial sequence in G if for every
 .k g N the sequence obtained from g by applying the operator Dg n s
 .y1  .g n g n q 1 finitely many times takes its values in G . The degree ofkq1
 .a polynomial sequence g is the sequence d , d , d , . . . of integers where1 2 3
 dq1  . 4d s min d: D g n g G for all n .k kq1
We show that polynomial sequences form a group with respect to
elementwise multiplication. This is not surprising and follows from the well
known fact that multiplication in a nilpotent group is polynomial see
.Subsection 2.9 . What is more important, for every sequence d s
 .d , d , d , . . . with the property d G d q d for all i, j g N, the poly-1 2 3 iqj i j
nomial sequences whose degrees do not exceed d also form a group. An
example is given by the group of polynomial sequences of degrees F
 .1, 2, 3, . . . ; we denote it by ` G. This group contains all homomor-1, 2, 3, . . . .
phisms Z ª G, n ¬ x n, as well as all sequences of the form x pn. with
x g G and p being a polynomial of degree F k for some k g N. Wek
n .kprove that the polynomial sequences z with z g G form a sort ofk
basis for ` G: for any sequence g g ` G there are z g G1, 2, 3, . . . . 1, 2, 3, . . . . 0
 .and z g G for k g N, such that for every k g N one has g n sk k
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n n .  .  .  .1z ??? z r n with r n g G for all n g Z. It gives an alternativek k k kq1k1
proof of Theorem HP and answers the foregoing question.
After this paper was written, it was brought to our attention that similar
w x  .problems were treated in 3 . In a part of his work, M. Lazard used the
Lie algebra associated to a group G to study the group of sequences in G
of the form x p1n. ??? x psn., where x g G and p is a polynomial of1 s j j j
 .degree F j the group ` G in our notation . In particular, a version1, 2, 3, . . . .
of Proposition 3.1 is proved there. Though it seems clear enough that the
w xmethods of 3 can be utilized to obtain the other results of our paper, we
feel that our approach has advantages of its own and may lead to new
developments. For instance, instead of polynomial sequences Z ª G, one
can consider polynomial mappings H ª G, where H is a general abelian
group; most of the results of this paper can be extended to this case. See
.also Remark 3.4.
1. GROUPS OF POLYNOMIAL SEQUENCES
 4  41.1. We define Z s 0, 1, 2, . . . , Z# s y`, 0, 1, 2, . . . . We will alwaysq
 .assume that y` q y` s y`, and that y` - t and y` " t s y` for
all t g Z .q
We also define dO t for d g Z# and t g Z byq
d y t , if d G t ,dO t s y`, if d - t .
 .  .Note that dO t O t s dO t q t .1 2 1 2
 .Let d s d where d g Z# for k g N, and let t g Z . We definek k g N k q
 .dO t s d O t .k k g N
 .  .Given d s d and c s c with d , c g Z# for k g N, wek k g N k k g N k k
will write d F c if d F c for all k g N. Clearly, dO t F dO t for t G t .k k 1 2 1 2
1.2. Let G be a group. For x, y g G, the commutator of x and y is
w x y1 y1 w xx, y s x y xy; the identity xy s yx x, y will be frequently used in the
w x w x <sequel. For A, B : G, A, B is the group generated by x, y x g A,
4y g B .
Let G s G = G = G = ??? be the lower central series of G, that is1 2 3
w x G s G, G s G, G for k s 1, 2, . . . . It is known and not hard to1 kq1 k
. w xverify that G , G : G for any i, j g N.i j iqj
 .1.3. Given a two-sided sequence g : Z ª G, its deri¨ ati¨ e Dg is the
 .  .y1  .sequence defined by Dg n s g n g n q 1 . Every sequence g in G is
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 .uniquely defined by its derivative Dg and one of its values, say g 0 :
 .LEMMA. Let g and h be two sequences in G with Dg s Dh and g 0 s
 .  .  .h 0 . Then g n s h n for all n g Z.
Proof. By induction on n.
1.4. The derivation D is a mapping from the set GZ of sequences in G
into itself; let D1 s D, Dlq1 s D( Dl for l s 1, 2, . . . , and Dy` s D0 s
id Z .G
Z .Let d s d , d , . . . where d g Z# for k g N. A sequence g g G is1 2 k
d q1ksaid to be polynomial of degree F d if for every k g N, D g takes its
dkq1  .values in G : D g n g G for all n g Z. In particular, d s y`kq1 kq1 k
 .implies g n g G for all n g Z.kq1
1.5. Let H be a subgroup of G, let H s H = H = H = ??? be its1 2 3
lower central series and let g be a sequence in H. Because H : G fork k
all k g N, if g is polynomial in H then it is also polynomial in G.
1.6. EXAMPLES
w x1.6.1. Let x g G, let p g Z n be a polynomial of degree F d. Then
 . pn.  .the sequence g n s x is polynomial of degree F d, d, d, . . . : we
 . pnq1.ypn.  .  .have Dg n s x and p n q 1 y p n is a polynomial of degree
F d y 1, so Ddq1g ' 1 . We say that g is of absolute degree F d.G
If, in addition, x g G , then g is polynomial of degree F y` ,k 1
.. . . ,y ` , d, d, . . . .ky1
 < w x w x w x 4 1.6.2. Let G s x, y, z x, y s z, x, z s y, z s 1 G is isomorphicg
to the smallest Heisenberg group, the group of 3 = 3 upper triangular
.  . n nmatrices over Z with unit main diagonal . Let g n s x y . Then
yn yn nq1 nq1 yn nq1 yn nq1 nq1 nq1Dg n s y x x y s y xy s y y x x , y s yxz , .
y12 yn nq1D g n s z yx yxz s z g G , .  . 2
D3g n s zy1 z s 1 . . G
 .Hence, g is a polynomial sequence of degree F 1, 2, 2, . . . .
 41.6.3. Let G be a nilpotent group of class F l, that is let G s 1 .lq1 G
dq1  .Then a sequence g in G is polynomial if and only if D g n g G forlq1
some d g Z , that is Ddq1g ' 1 . If this is the case, g is of degreeq G
 .  .F d, d, d, . . . that is of absolute degree F d .
 .Note that when we deal with nilpotent in particular, abelian groups the
degree of a polynomial sequence is actually represented by a finite
sequence: if G is of class F l then any polynomial sequence in G is of
 .degree F d , d , . . . with d s d s d ss ??? . In such case we will1 2 l lq1 lq2
 .say that the polynomial sequence is of degree F d , . . . , d .1 l
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1.6.4. Let g be a polynomial sequence of degree F 0 , . . . ,1
.  .  .y1  .  .0 , d , . . . . Then Dg n s g n g n q 1 g G , so g n G sk kq1 kq1 kq1
 .g n q 1 G for n g Z. This means that g is constant on GrG :kq1 kq1
 .  .g n G s g 0 G for all n g Z. The following two elementary propo-kq1 kq1
sitions will be used many times in the sequel; we omit proofs.
1.7. PROPOSITION. If g is a polynomial sequence of degree F d, then Dg
is a polynomial sequence of degree F dO1. If Dg is a polynomial sequence of
 .  .degree F c , then g is a polynomial sequence of degree F b , wherek k
b s c q 1 if c G 0 and b s 0 if c s y`.k k k k k
 .1.8. PROPOSITION. If g n is a polynomial sequence of degree F d, then
 .for any fixed m g Z the sequence g n q m is also polynomial of degree F d.
 .1.9. A sequence d s d with d g Z# is said to be superadditi¨ e ifk k g N k
it is nondecreasing and satisfies d q d F d for all i, j g N.i j iqj
 .  .  .EXAMPLES. 1, 2, 3, . . . , , y`, y`, 0, 1, 2, . . . , 3, 6, 9, . . . , and
 .  .1, 2, 4, . . . are superadditive sequences, 2, 3, 4, . . . is not.
1.10. The following lemma is obvious.
LEMMA. If t g Z and d is a superadditi¨ e sequence, then dO t is also aq
superadditi¨ e sequence.
 .Note also that for every sequence c s c with c g Z# there is ak k g N k
superadditive sequence d dominating c: c F d.
 .  .1.11. Remark. Given d s d and c s c with d , c g Z#,k k g N k k g N k k
 .  < 4define d)c s a by a s y`, a s max d q c i q j s k for k sk k g N 1 k i j
2, 3, . . . . The operation ``)'' preserves the set of superadditive sequences:
if d and c are both superadditive then d)c is. Moreover, if d is
 .  .  .superadditive, we have dO t ) dO t F dO t q t for any t , t g Z .1 2 1 2 1 2 q
This property of superadditive sequences will be implicitly used in the
proof of Proposition 1.14.
1.12. The following theorem is the main result of this paper.
THEOREM. Let d be a superadditi¨ e sequence. Then polynomial sequences
 .of degree F d form a group with respect to elementwise multiplication .
1.13. COROLLARY. The set of polynomial sequences in G is a group.
1.14. Theorem 1.12 is a corollary of the following proposition:
 .PROPOSITION. Let d s d be a superadditi¨ e sequence, let t, t ,k k g N 1
t g Z .2 q
 .a If g, h are polynomial sequences of degree F dO t, then gh is a
polynomial sequence of degree F dO t as well.
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 .b If g is a polynomial sequence of degree - dO t and h is a1
w xpolynomial sequence of degree F dO t , then g, h is a polynomial sequence2
 .of degree F dO t q t .1 2
y1 .c If g is a polynomial sequence of degree F dO t, then so is g .
 .  .Proof. Let s g Z , assume that a and b of the proposition hold forq
t G s q 1 and t q t G s q 1, respectively, and prove that they hold for1 2
t s t q t s s.1 2
 .a Let t s s, let g and h be polynomial sequences of degree
F dO t. Write
y1 y1D gh n s h n g n g n q 1 h n q 1 .  .  .  .  .  .
y1s h n Dg n h n q 1 .  .  .
y1s h n h n q 1 Dg n Dg n , h n q 1 .  .  .  .  .
s Dh n Dg n Dg n , h n q 1 . .  .  .  .
 .  .By Propositions 1.7 and 1.8, Dg n and Dh n are polynomial sequences of
 .  .  .degree F dO t O1 s dO t q 1 and h n q 1 is a polynomial sequence of
w  .  .xdegree F dO t. Thus by our assumption, Dg n , h n q 1 is a polynomial
 .  .  .sequence of degree F dO t q 1 q t F dO t q 1 , and D gh is a polyno-
 .mial sequence of degree F dO t q 1 .
 .By Proposition 1.7, gh is a polynomial sequence of degree F bk k g N
with b s d y t if d G t. To prove that gh is of degree F dO t it sufficesk k k
 .to check that gh n g G for all n g Z if d - t. But it is so because inkq1 k
 .  .this case g n , h n g G for all n g Z.kq1
 .b Let now t q t s s, let g be of degree F dO t and let h be of1 2 1
degree F dO t . Utilize the commutator identities,2
w x w x w x w xxy , z s x , z x , z , y y , z ,
w x w x w x w xz , xy s z , y y , x , z z , x
w x w x w x w x w x w xs z , x z , y y , x , z z , y y , x , z , z , x ,
to write
w xD g , h n .
y1s g n , h n g n q 1 , h n q 1 .  .  .  .
y1s g n , h n g n Dg n , h n q 1 .  .  .  .  .
y1s g n , h n g n , h n q 1 g n , h n q 1 , Dg n .  .  .  .  .  .  .
= Dg n , h n q 1 .  .
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y1s g n , h n g n , h n Dh n g n , h n q 1 , Dg n .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
= Dg n , h n q 1 1.1 .  .  .
y1s g n , h n g n , h n g n , Dh n .  .  .  .  .  .
= Dh n , h n , g n .  .  .
= g n , Dh n Dh n , h n , g n , g n , h n .  .  .  .  .  .  .
= g n , h n q 1 , Dg n Dg n , h n q 1 .  .  .  .  .
s g n , Dh n Dh n , h n , g n .  .  .  .  .
= g n , Dh n Dh n , h n , g n , g n , h n .  .  .  .  .  .  .
= g n , h n q 1 , Dg n Dg n , h n q 1 . .  .  .  .  .
 .  .  .By Propositions 1.7 and 1.8, Dg n , Dh n , and h n q 1 are polynomial
 .  .  .sequences of degrees F dO t q 1 , F dO t q 1 , and F dO t , respec-1 2 2
tively. Thus, by our assumption, all commutators on the right-hand part of
 .  .  .1.1 are polynomial sequences of degree F dO t q t q 1 s dO s q 1 ,1 2
w x .and so is their product, D g, h n .
w xThus, by Proposition 1.7, g, h is a polynomial sequence of degree
 .  . w xF b with b s d y t q t if d G t q t . To prove that g, h isk k g N k k 1 2 k 1 2
 . w x .of degree F dO t q t , it is only to check that g, h n g G for all1 2 kq1
 . `  .n g Z if d - t q t . Fix n g Z. If either g n g F G or h n gk 1 2 ks1 k
` w  .  .x `F G , then also g n , h n g F G . Let i, j g N be such thatks1 k ks1 k
 .  .g n g G R G and h n g G R G . Then d y t G 0 and d y t Gi iq1 j jq1 i 1 j 2
0, so d G d q d G t q t ) d and thus i q j ) k. But theniq j i j 1 2 k
w  .  .xg n , h n g G : G .iq j kq1
 .  .Now we can prove a and b by induction on decreasing t and t q t .1 2
We have the step of this induction process, it is only to establish its base.
 .We have to show in part a of the proposition that
Ddk O t .q1gh n g G for all n g Z, 1.2 .  .kq1
 .and in b that
dk O  t1qt 2 ..q1w xD g , h n g G for all n g Z, 1.3 .  .kq1
 .  .for all k g N. Fix l g N and pass from G to GrG : if 1.2 and 1.3 holdl
in GrG , they also hold in G for any k F l.l
 4  .Thus, assume that G s 1 that is G is nilpotent of class F l .lq1 G
 .  .Now, if t is big enough t ) d , the assumption in a that g and h are ofl
 .  .degree F dO t implies g n h n g G for all n g Z, that is g ' h ' 1 .lq1 G
 .Hence gh ' 1 is a polynomial sequence of degree F y`, y`, . . . FG
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 .dO t, that shows that a holds for such t. If t q t ) d , the assumption in1 2 l
 .b that g and h are of degrees F dO t and F dO t implies, as it was1 2
w  .  .x w xpreviously proved, that g n , h n g G for all n g Z. So g, h ' 1 ,lq1 G
w x  .that is g, h is a polynomial sequence of degree F y`, y`, . . . F
 .  .dO t q t . This gives the base of our induction for b .1 2
 .  .c To prove part c of the proposition we have to check that
Ddk O t .q1 gy1 n g G for all n g Z, 1.4 .  . . kq1
 .for all k g N. Fix l g N and pass from G to GrG : if 1.4 holds inlq1
GrG , it holds in G for k F l.lq1
 4Thus, assume that G s 1 and assume that g is a polynomiallq1 G
 .sequence of degree F dO t in G. If t ) d we have g n g G forl lq1
 .  .y1n g Z, that is g n is trivial in G and so is g n . We now use induction
on decreasing t. Write
D gy1 n . .
y1y1 y1 y1s g n g n q 1 s g n g n g n q 1 g n .  .  .  .  .  . .
y1 y1 y1 y1 y1s g n Dg n g n s Dg n g n g n , Dg n g n .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
y1 y1 y1 y1s Dg n g n , Dg n g n g n , g n , Dg n g n .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
y1 y1 y1s ??? s Dg n g n , Dg n g n , g n , Dg n ??? .  .  .  .  .  .
y1 y1g n , . . . , g n , Dg n ??? g n ? C ? g n , .  .  .  .  .
w  . w  .  .y1 x xwhere C s g n , . . . , g n , Dg n ??? g G and thus C s 1 .lq1 G
Hence,
y1 y1 y1y1D g n s Dg n g n , Dg n g n , g n , Dg n ??? .  .  .  .  .  .  . .
y1g n , . . . , g n , Dg n ??? . 1.5 .  .  .  .
 .Assume that t s s and assume that the conclusion of c holds for all
y1 .  .t G s q 1. Then Dg n is a polynomial sequence of degree F dO t q 1 ,
 .  .and so, by b , all factors on the right-hand side of 1.5 are polynomial
y1 .  .   . .sequences of degree F dO t q 1 . By a , D g n is a polynomial
y1 .  .sequence of degree F dO t q 1 . By Proposition 1.7, g n is a polyno-
 .mial sequence of degree F b with b s d y t if d G t. It remainsk k g N k k k
 .y1to check that g n g G for all n g Z if d - t. But this is obvious,kq1 k
 .because d - t implies g n g G for all n g Z.k kq1
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Remark. The proof of Proposition 1.14 is based on the fact that the
w xproduct xy is linear on G rG , and the commutator x, y is a bilineark kq1
 .  .mapping G rG = G rG ª G rG for any k, l g N.k kq1 l lq1 kql kqlq1
1.15. For completeness, let us bring one more theorem of the same
type; we will not use it.
 .THEOREM. Let d s d be a superadditi¨ e sequence, let g be ak k g N
polynomial sequence of degree F d, and let p be a polynomial taking on
 .integer ¨alues on the integers with deg p s c. Then the sequence h n s
 . pn.  .g n for n g Z is polynomial of degree F d q kc .k k g N
Proof. We will use induction on increasing c and on decreasing t g Zq
 .to prove that if g n is a polynomial sequence of degree F dO t, then
 . pn.  .g n is a polynomial sequence of degree F d O t q kc . If c s 0k k g N
the polynomial p is constant, and the statement is a corollary of Theorem
1.12.
Let c G 1. The base of induction on t is established by passing to factors
GrG for k g N, as in the proof of Proposition 1.14. Writekq1
 .  .  .p n yp n p nq1D g n s g n g n q 1 .  .  . .
 .  .  .  .yp n p nq1 yp nq1 p nq1s g n g n g n g n q 1 .  .  .  .
 . .  . p nq1p nq1 yp ns g n Dg n . .  . .
 .  .p n q 1 y p n is a polynomial of degree c y 1, so by the induction
 . pnq1.ypn.hypothesis the sequence g n is a polynomial of degree F
  ..  .  .d O t q k c y 1 F d O t q kc y 1 . Dg n is a polynomial se-k k g N k k g N
 .quence of degree F dO t q 1 , so by the induction hypothesis
  .. pnq1.   .Dg n is a polynomial sequence of degree F d O t q 1 qk
.  .   . pn..kc F d O t q kc y 1 . By Theorem 1.12 their product D g nk g N k k g N
 .is also a polynomial of degree F d O t q kc y 1 , and by Propositionk k g N
pn. .  .1.7 the sequence g n is a polynomial of degree F d O t q kc .k k g N
1.16. Remark. Theorems 1.12 and 1.15 hold true if we substitute Z for
an arbitrary abelian group H and consider polynomial mappings H ª G
instead of polynomial sequences Z ª G.
2. REPRESENTATION BY INFINITE SERIES
2.1. We keep the notation of Section 1. We will denote the group of
polynomial sequences in G by `G. For a Z#-valued superadditive se-
quence d, we will denote the group of polynomial sequences of degree
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F d by ` G. The goal of this section is to represent polynomial sequencesd
in the form of infinite products of elements of G raised to polynomial
exponents.
 42.2. Introduce on G the G -adic topology: in this topology thek k g N
groups G for k g N form a basis of neighbourhoods of 1 . Now, ak G
 .sequence x in G converges to x g G, x ª x or lim x s x, if fori i iª` i
iª`
any k g N there is l such that xy1 x g G for all i ) l.i k
 .` ` lGiven a sequence x in G, we define  x s lim  x ifi is1 is1 i l ª` is1 i
the limit exists.
Note that ` x may exist only if x ª 1 ; the converse is not trueis1 i i G
generally speaking. Besides, if the nilpotent residue F` G is nontrivial,ks1 k
` the product  x is not uniquely defined the introduced topology is notis1 i
.Hausdorff in this case . One could avoid these troubles by passing to the
 .completion of G, G# s lim GrG : for any sequence x in G# converg-k i¤
ing to 1 , the product ` x exists and is unique. We however prefer toG# is1 i
remain in G.
2.3. We define an integral polynomial as a polynomial with rational
coefficients taking on integer values on the integers. The binomial coeffi-
n .  . w  .  .x w  . xcients b n s s n n y 1 ??? n y k q 1 r k k y 1 ??? 1 for k g Zk qk
 .  .form a natural basis for the module over Z of integral polynomials: b nk
 .  .is the only integral polynomial of degree k satisfying b 0 s ??? sk
 .  .  .b k y 1 s 0, b k s 1. Every integral polynomial p n of degree F dk k
is uniquely determined by its values at any d q 1 distinct points; we have,
consequently,
p n s c b n q c b n q ??? qc b n , .  .  .  .0 0 1 1 d d
where c s p 0 , c s p k y c b k q ??? qc b k .  .  .  . .0 k 0 0 ky1 ky1
for k s 1, . . . , d. 2.1 .
 .  .  .The difference operator Dp n s p n q 1 y p n maps the group of
integral polynomials onto itself: the ``primitive'' P of an integral polyno-
 .mial p, defined by DP s p and say P 0 s 0, is an integral polynomial as
  .well. Indeed, b s Db for all k g Z to check this note that Db 0k kq1 q kq1
 . .s 0 for n s 0, . . . , k y 1 and Db k s 1 .kq1
2.4. We will now show that polynomial sequences in G are exactly
 .infinite products of elements raised to integral polynomial exponents.
 .THEOREM. Let d s d be a superadditi¨ e sequence, let a sequencek k g N
 .g in G be gi¨ en by a con¨erging product,
`
p n.ig n s x for n g Z, .  i
is1
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where, for i g N, x g G , and p is an integral polynomial of degree F d .i k i ki i
Then g g ` G.d
dkq1  .Proof. We have to show that, for every k g N, D g n g G forkq1
all n g Z. To do it, we may pass to GrG , that is assume thatkq1
 4G s 1 . Because x ª 1 , g is then given by a finite productkq1 G i G
iª`
 . l p in. pin.g n s  x for n g Z, and by 1.6.1, x is a polynomial sequenceis1 i i
 .of degree F y` , . . . , y` , d , d , . . . F d for every i s 1, . . . , l. By1 k y1 k ki i i
Theorem 1.12, g is polynomial of degree F d.
2.5. The converse theorem holds as well.
 .THEOREM. Let d s d be a superadditi¨ e sequence, let g g ` G.k k g N d
 .`Then there exist a sequence x with x g G , and a sequence of integrali is1 i k i
 .`  . ` pin.polynomials p with deg p F d such that g n s  x for alli is1 i k is1 ii
n g Z. Moreo¨er, if X is a subset of G such that for e¨ery k g N the elements
of X lying in G generate G rG , then x for all i g N can b chosenk k kq1 i
from X.
Proof. We have to find elements x , x , . . . g X and integral polynomi-1 2
als p , p , . . . such that for every k g N there is l g N such that x g G1 2 i kq1
for i ) l, deg p F d for i F l andi k
y1l
p n.ix g n g G for all n g Z. 2.2 .  . i kq1 /is1
We will do it using induction on k.
Assume that we found elements x g X l G and polynomials p withi k ii
deg p F d for i s 1, . . . , j such thati k i
y1j
p n.ig 9 n s x g n g G for all n g Z. .  . i k /is1
 .By Theorem 1.12, g 9 n is a polynomial sequence of degree F d, thus
dkq1  .D g 9 n g G for all n g Z. Assume now that we can findkq1
x , . . . , x g X l G and integral polynomials p , . . . , p with deg p Fjq1 l k jq1 l i
 . l p in.d for i s j q 1, . . . , l, such that g 9 n ? G s  x ? G for allk kq1 isjq1 i kq1
 .n g Z. Then we will have 2.2 .
2.6. It follows that we may confine ourselves to the case of an abelian
group, that is, it suffices to prove the following proposition:
PROPOSITION. Let H be an abelian group, let a set X : H generate H and
dq1  .let h be a sequence in H satisfying D h n s 1 for some d g Z, d G y1.H
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Then h can be represented in the form,
s
q n.ih n s y for n g Z, .  i
is1
where y , . . . , y g X and q , . . . , q are integral polynomials of degree F d.1 s 1 s
Indeed, applying this proposition to the abelian group H s G rG andk kq1
 .  .the sequence h n s g 9 n ? G in H we will find the requiredkq1
x , . . . , x and p , . . . , p .jq1 l jq1 l
Proof of Proposition. We will use induction on d. For d s y1 the
statement is trivial; assume that it holds for d y 1. Find y , . . . , y g X and1 t
X X  .integral polynomials q , . . . , q of degree F d y 1 such that Dh n s1 t
t qXin.  . y for n g Z. Let q , . . . , q be integral polynomials with q n q 1is1 1 1 t i
 . X .  .y q n s q n for n g Z they exist, see 2.3 . We may also assume thati i
 .  .q 0 s 0 for i s 1, . . . , t. Represent h 0 s y ??? y with y , . . . , y gi tq1 s tq1 s
X. Define
t s
q n.ih9 n s y y for n g Z. 2.3 .  . i i
is1 istq1
 .  .Then h9 0 s h 0 and
y1t s t s
y1 q n. q nq1.i iDh9 n s h9 n h9 n q 1 s y y y y .  .  .    i i i i /is1 istq1 is1 istq1
t t
Xq nq1.yq n. q n.i i is y s y s Dh n for n g Z. . i i
is1 is1
 .By Lemma 1.3, h s h9 and so 2.3 is the desired representation of h.
2.7. In the proof of Theorem 2.5 the elements x , x , x , . . . , participat-1 2 3
 . ` pin.ing in the product g n s  x , are picked from successive membersis1 i
of the lower central series of G: say, x , . . . , x g G , x , . . . , x g G ,1 t 1 t q1 t 21 1 2
and so on. This is not however necessary, because the proof works as well
if one requires that x for i g N occur in this product in accordance withi
any a priori chosen ordering.
Let us define such a product in the following way. Let S be a linearly
 4ordered set, let x be a subset of G indexed by S. If S is finite,s sg S
 .S s s , s , . . . , s , we put  x s x x ??? x . If S is such that S s1 2 t sg S s s s s k1 2 t
 < 4s g S x f G is finite for all k g N, we define  x ss kq1 sg S s
lim  x if this limit exists.k ª` sg S sk
 . `EXAMPLES. If S s 1, 2, . . . , then  x s  x ; both parts havesg S s is1 i
 . isy1sense only if x ª 1 . If S s . . . , y2, y1 , then  x s  x . Ifi G sg S s y` i
iª`
 . ` ` S s 1, 2, . . . , y1, y2, . . . , then  x s  x  x if thesesg S s is1 i is1 yi
.products are defined .
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2.8. Now we can generalize Theorems 2.4 and 2.5.
 .THEOREM. Let d s d be a superadditi¨ e sequence.k k g N
 .a Let S be a linearly ordered subset of G, for e¨ery x g S let k g Nx
 4be such that x g G , let p be a family of integral polynomials withk x x g Sx
 .  .deg p F d for x g S, and let a sequence g n in G be gi¨ en by g n sx k xp n.x x for n g Z. Then g g ` G.x g S d
 .b Let g g ` G, let X be a linearly ordered subset of G such that ford
e¨ery k g N, X l G generates G rG . Then there is S : X and a familyk k kq1
 4 p of integral polynomials with deg p F d for x g S where again,x x g S x k x
.  . p xn.k g N is such that x g G such that g n s  x for all n g Z.x k x g Sx
 . Proof. a Fix k g N, let S s S R G . S must be finite otherwisek k k
 . p xn. .  .g n s  x has no sense , thus in G rG the sequence g n ?x g S k kq1
G is represented by the finite product  x p xn., which belongs tokq1 x g Skd q1k .  .` GrG by Theorem 1.12. So, D g n ? G s 1 , that isd kq1 kq1 G r Gkq 1dkq1  .D g n g G for all n g Z.kq1
 .b We use induction on k g N to find a sequence of sets R : X lk
 4G and families of integral polynomials p with deg p F d fork x x g R x kk
x g R , such that for S s R j ??? j R one hask k 1 k
y1
p n.xx g n g G for n g Z. 2.4 .  . kq1 /
xgSk
`  . p xn.Then, for S s D R , we will have g n s  x for all n g Z.ks1 k x g S
 4  4Assume that R , . . . , R and p , . . . , p were found: for1 ky1 x x g R x x g R1 ky1
 .  p xn..y1  .S s R j ??? j R we have g 9 n s  x g n g G forky1 1 ky1 x g S kky 1
d q1k  .n g Z. By Theorem 1.12, g 9 g ` G, so D g 9 n g G , that isd kq1
dkq1  .D g 9 n ? G s 1 for all n g Z. By Proposition 2.6, applied tokq1 G r Gkq 1
 .the sequence g 9 n ? G in the abelian group G rG , there arekq1 k kq1
x , . . . , x g X l G and integral polynomials p , . . . , p of degree F d1 t k x x k1 t
such that
t
p n.x ig 9 n ? G s x ? G for n g Z. . kq1 i kq1
is1
 4Put R s x , . . . , x , S s S j R . Because G rG is in the centerk 1 t k ky1 k k kq1
of GrG , we havekq1
x p xn. ? G s x p xn. x p xn. ? G for n g Z,  kq1 kq1
xgS xgS xgRk ky1 k
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thus,
y1
p n.xx g n ? G . kq1 /
xgSk
y1 y1
p n. p n.x xs x x g n ? G .  kq1 /  /
xgR xgSk ky1
y1
p n.xs x g 9 n ? G s 1 for n g Z. . kq1 G r G / kq 1
xgR k
 .It gives 2.4 .
2.9. As an application, let us derive from Theorem 2.8 the fact that ``the
multiplication in a nilpotent group is polynomial.'' Namely, let G be a
finitely generated torsion free nilpotent group of class F l that is, let
 4.G s 1 . All factors G rG for k s 1, . . . , l are then finitely gener-lq1 G k kq1
 w x.  .ated free abelian groups see, for example, 2 . Let X s x , . . . , x be a1 t
 .linearly ordered subset of G such that X l G R G is a basis fork kq1
G rG for all k s 1, . . . , l. Then every element y g G can be uniquelyk kq1
written in the form y s  t x ai, where a g Z for i s 1, . . . , t. Indeed, letis1 i i
it be so in GrG by induction: y ? G s  x ai ? G . Represent y9 sl l x f G i li l
 ai.y1 a j  ai. x y g G as y9 s  x . Then y s  xx f G i l x g G j x f G ii l j l i l
 aj. t ai x , and because G is in the center of G, y s  x .x g G j l is1 ij l
PROPOSITION. Under the pre¨ious assumption
 .a There are polynomials P , . . . , P of 2 t ¨ariables such that for any1 t
y, z g G, if y s  t x ai, z s  t x bi, and yz s  t x ci, then c sis1 i is1 i is1 i i
 .P a , . . . , a , b , . . . , b for i s 1, . . . , t.i 1 t 1 t
 .b There are polynomials Q , . . . , Q of t q 1 ¨ariables such that for1 t
any y g G and any b g Z, if y s  t x ai and y b s  t x ci, then c sis1 i is1 i i
 .Q a , . . . , a , b for i s 1, . . . , t.i 1 t
 . t ai t b iProof. a The product yz s  x  x is a polynomial se-is1 i is1 i
 .quence of degree F 1, 2, . . . , l with respect to any of variables a , . . . , b1 t
if the rest are fixed. By Theorem 2.8, in the unique representation
yz s  t x ci the exponents c , . . . , c are polynomials of degree F l withis1 i 1 t
respect to any of these variables. It remains to use the following fact:
 . sLEMMA. Let F u , . . . , u be a function on Z such that F is a polyno-1 s
mial of degree F l of e¨ery of its ¨ariables if the rest are fixed. Then F is a
polynomial.
Note that the lemma does not hold if the degrees of the polynomials are
.not assumed to be uniformly bounded.
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 . b  t ai.bb Similarly, y s  x is a polynomial sequence of degreeis1 i
 .F 1, 2, . . . , l with respect to any of the variables a , . . . , a , b if the rest1 t
 . b t ciare fixed. So by Theorem 2.8, in the unique representation y s  xis1 i
the exponents c , . . . , c are polynomials of degree F l with respect to any1 t
of these variables. By the foregoing lemma c , . . . , c are polynomials.1 t
3. THE GROUP OF POLYNOMIAL SEQUENCES
 .OF DEGREE F 1, 2, 3 ???
Let us turn now to a concrete group of polynomial sequences, the group
` G. By definition, ` G consists of sequences g in G satisfy-1, 2, 3, . . . . 1, 2, 3, . . . .
kq1  .ing D g n g G for all n g Z and k g N.kq1
 w x.  43.1. PROPOSITION See also 3 . Let S denote 0, 1, 2, . . . with any linear
ordering on it. E¨ery g g ` G can be uniquely written in the form1, 2, 3, . . . .
n . . kg n s  z with z g G and z g G for k g N.k g S 0 k kk
 .  .  .If , in addition, g 0 s g 1 s ??? s g l s 1 , then z s z s ??? s zG 0 1 l
s 1 .G
3.2. We need the following simple fact:
LEMMA. Let H be a group, let g be ``a polynomial sequence in H of
dq1  .absolute degree F d,'' that is let D h n ' 1 . Then h is completelyH
defined by its ¨alues in 0, 1, . . . , d: if h9 is another sequence in H with
dq1  .  .  .  .  .D h n ' 1 and h9 n s h n for n s 0, 1, . . . , d, then h9 n s h nH
for all n g Z.
Proof. We use induction on d. For d s y1 the statement is trivial; let
 .  .it be true for d y 1, d G 0. Then we can apply it to Dh9 n and Dh n :
 .  .y1  .  .y1  .  .Dh9 n s h9 n h9 n q 1 s h n h n q 1 s Dh n for n s 0, 1, . . . ,
 .  .d y 1, hence Dh9 coincides with Dh. Because, in addition, h9 0 s h 0 , h9
and h coincide by Lemma 1.3.
Proof of Proposition 3.1. We define elements z for k g Z recur-k q
kk  . .  . irently: z s g 0 and z is such that g k s  z for k s 1, 2, . . .0 k is0 i
k  .  ..because s 1, z is uniquely defined; cf. 2.1 . We have only to checkkk
that
y1
n .ig n s z g n g G for n g Z, 3.1 .  .  .k kq1i /igS
0FiFk
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 .for all k ``F '' is used in the usual sense . Then, in particular,
kq1 kq1. . i iz ? G s g k q 1 ? G s z ? G , . i kq1 kq1 i kq1
igS igS
0FiFk 0FiFkq1
n n .  . . i iso z g G , and g n s lim  z s  z forkq1 kq1 k ª` ig S, 0 F iF k ig Si i
n g Z. The second statement of the proposition follows immediately.
We use induction on k. The statement is trivial for k s 0; fix k g N and
assume that z g G for i F k. Then g g ` G by Theorem 1.12,i i k 1, 2, 3, . . . .
kq1  .  .  .  .thus D g n g G for n g Z. But g 0 s g 1 s ??? s g k s 1k kq1 k k k G
 .by construction, so by Lemma 3.2, applied to the sequence g n ? G , itk kq1
 .is trivial in the group GrG : g n ? G s 1 for all n g Z. Thiskq1 k kq1 G r Gkq 1
 .gives 3.1 .
3.3. We are now in position to obtain the promised generalization of
Hall]Petresco's theorem.
COROLLARY. Let x , . . . , x be elements of G where x g G , and let1 s j k j
p , . . . , p be integral polynomials with deg p F k for j s 1, . . . , s. Let S be1 s j j
the set of nonnegati¨ e integers with a fixed linear ordering. Then there are
z g G and z g G for k s 1, 2, . . . such that0 k k
s
n .p n. j kx s z , j k
js1 kgS
0FkFn
nn  . .kfor all n g Z . If the ordering of S is standard, the last product is  z .q ks0 k
 .  .If , in addition, p 0 s ??? s p l s 0 for all j s 1, . . . , s, thenj j
s
n .p n. j kx s z , j k
js1 kgS
lq1FkFn
for all n g Z .q
ns p n.j  . .  . kProof. Indeed, g n s  x g ` G, so g n s  zjs1 j 1, 2, 3, . . . . k g S k
n .for all n g Z for suitable z , z , . . . . But for n G 0 one has / 0 only0 1 k
for k s 0, . . . , n.
 .  .  .  .If p 0 s ??? s p l s 0 for j s 1, . . . , s, then g 0 s ??? s g l s 1j j G
and thus z s ??? s z s 1 .0 l G
3.4. Remark. Considering polynomial mappings Z r ª G instead of
polynomial sequences Z ª G, we easily obtain a generalization of the
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 w x.Dark theorem see, for example, 4 :
THEOREM. Let x , . . . , x be elements of G where x g G , and let1 s j k j
p , . . . , p be polynomials Z r ª Z with deg p F k for j s 1, . . . , s. Fix a1 s j j
 . r  .  . rlinear ordering on the set Z . Then for e¨ery l , . . . , l g Z thereq 1 r q
exists z g G such thatl , . . . , l l q? ? ?ql1 r 1 r
s
n n1 rp n , . . . , n . ??? .  .j 1 r l l1 rx s z , 3.2 . j l , . . . , l1 r
js1 I
 . r  4  4for all n , . . . , n g Z , where I s 0 F l F n = ??? = 0 F l F n , and1 r q 1 1 r r
 .the factors in the product on the right-hand side of 3.2 are multiplied in
 . raccordance with the ordering induced on I from Z .q
n n1 2n n  .  .1 2 l l w x 1 2In Dark's theorem, x , y s  z , where the1F l F n , 1F l F n l , l1 1 2 2 1 2
factors in the product are ordered first according to n q n and then1 2
.according to n .1
Sketch of the Proof for r s 2. Fix l , l g Z , let l s l q l . Because1 2 q 1 2
l l1 2 . .  .s 1, the element z is uniquely defined by 3.2 . It is only tol l l , l1 2 1 2
check that z g G . Assume by induction that z g G for alll , l l k , k k qk1 2 1 2 1 2
 .  .2 2k , k g Z with k q k - l. Then the polynomial mapping g : Z ª1 2 q 1 2
G defined by
y1s
n n1 2p n , n .  .  .j 1 2 k k1 2g n , n s x z .  1 2 j k , k1 2 / 2js1  .  .k , k g Z1 2 q
k qk -l1 2
 .  .is of degree F 1, 2, 3, . . . . So, g n , n ? G is a polynomial mapping1 2 l
Z2 ª GrG of absolute degree F l y 1, and thus it is determined by itsl
 . 2values at the points n , n g Z with n , n G 0, n q n - l. Because1 2 1 2 1 2
n n1 2 . . s 0 if either k ) n or k ) n , by definition of z we havekk 1 1 2 2 k , k21 1 2
 .  .  .g n , n s 1 for all such n , n . Hence, g n , n g G for all n , n g1 2 G 1 2 1 2 l 1 2
2Z ; it implies z g G .l , l l1 2
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